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Contact: Elana Holzman
Kevin Mannix

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.
Teva North America

972 (3) 926-7554
(215) 591-8912

For Immediate Release

Teva Settles Generic Eloxatin Litigation

Jerusalem, April 1, 2010 - Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. (Nasdaq: TEVA) announced today that patent
infringement litigation pertaining to Teva's generic version of sanofi-aventis and Debiopharm's Eloxatin (oxaliplatin
injection) has been dismissed by the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey pursuant to a
settlement between the parties.

The settlement, which provides for a full release of Teva, includes an injunction prohibiting Teva from selling its
oxaliplatin injection product and a license to reenter the market at a later point in time. Teva anticipates continued
sales of its oxaliplatin injection at least through June 30, 2010, and will resume shipping additional units August 9,
2012, subject to acceleration under certain contingencies.

About Teva

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., headquartered in Israel, is among the top 15 pharmaceutical companies in the
world and is the leading generic pharmaceutical company. The company develops, manufactures and markets generic
and innovative pharmaceuticals and active pharmaceutical ingredients. Over 80 percent of Teva's sales are in North
America and Western Europe.

Teva's Safe Harbor Statement under the U. S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995:
This release contains forward-looking statements, which express the current beliefs and expectations of management.
Such statements are based on management's current beliefs and expectations and involve a number of known and
unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause our future results, performance or achievements to differ
significantly from the results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
Important factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include risks relating to: our ability to successfully
develop and commercialize additional pharmaceutical products, the introduction of competing generic equivalents, the
extent to which we may obtain U.S. market exclusivity for certain of our new generic products and regulatory changes
that may prevent us from utilizing exclusivity periods, potential liability for sales of generic products prior to a final
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resolution of outstanding patent litigation, including that relating to the generic versions of Neurontin&reg, Lotrel&reg

and Protonix&reg, the extent to which any manufacturing or quality control problems damage our reputation for high
quality production, the effects of competition on sales of our innovative products, especially Copaxone&reg (including
potential generic and oral competition for Copaxone&reg), the impact of continuing consolidation of our distributors
and customers, our ability to identify, consummate and successfully integrate acquisitions, interruptions in our supply
chain or problems with our information technology systems that adversely affect our complex manufacturing
processes, intense competition in our specialty pharmaceutical businesses, any failures to comply with the complex
Medicare and Medicaid reporting and payment obligations, our exposure to currency fluctuations and restrictions as
well as credit risks, the effects of reforms in healthcare regulation, adverse effects of political or economical
instability, major hostilities or acts of terrorism on our significant worldwide operations, increased government
scrutiny in both the U.S. and Europe of our agreements with brand companies, dependence on the effectiveness of our
patents and other protections for innovative products, our ability to achieve expected results through our innovative
R&D efforts, the difficulty of predicting U.S. Food and Drug Administration, European Medicines Agency and other
regulatory authority approvals, uncertainties surrounding the legislative and regulatory pathway for the registration
and approval of biotechnology-based products, potentially significant impairments of intangible assets and goodwill,
potential increases in tax liabilities resulting from challenges to our intercompany arrangements, our potential
exposure to product liability claims to the extent not covered by insurance, the termination or expiration of
governmental programs or tax benefits, current economic conditions, any failure to retain key personnel or to attract
additional executive and managerial talent, environmental risks and other factors that are discussed in this report and
in our other filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC").
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Contact: Elana Holzman
Kevin Mannix

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.
Teva North America

972 (3) 926-7554
(215) 591-8912

For Immediate Release

Teva Receives Favorable Court Decision Regarding Seasonique&reg

Jerusalem, April 1, 2010 - Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. (Nasdaq: TEVA) announced today that the U.S.
District Court for the District of Nevada has granted Teva's Motion for Summary Judgment with respect to the validity
of U.S. Patent No. 7,320,969.  In March 2008, Duramed, now Teva Women's Health, brought suit in the District of
Nevada against Watson alleging infringement of Teva's patent as a result of Watson's filing of an Abbreviated New
Drug Application (ANDA) for Seasonique&reg. The ANDA sought approval to market a generic version of
Seasonique in the U.S. before the patent expires on January 30, 2024.

"We are pleased with the Court's decision finding our patent to be valid and enforceable," stated William S. Marth,
President & CEO of Teva North America. "Seasonique is an important part of our Women's Health portfolio and
offers women a safe and effective extended-regimen birth control option."

Teva's motion sought judgment on the remaining liability issue in the case, as Watson had previously conceded
infringement of Teva's patent. Since the Court granted Teva's motion in its entirety, trial is unnecessary.  Separate
litigation is pending in the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey with respect to Mylan/Famy
Care's and Lupin's ANDAs for Seasonique. Teva is currently analyzing the impact of this decision on those cases.

About Teva

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., headquartered in Israel, is among the top 15 pharmaceutical companies in the
world and is the leading generic pharmaceutical company. The company develops, manufactures and markets generic
and innovative pharmaceuticals and active pharmaceutical ingredients. Over 80 percent of Teva's sales are in North
America and Western Europe.

Teva's Safe Harbor Statement under the U. S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995:
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This release contains forward-looking statements, which express the current beliefs and expectations of management.
Such statements are based on management's current beliefs and expectations and involve a number of known and
unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause our future results, performance or achievements to differ
significantly from the results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
Important factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include risks relating to: our ability to successfully
develop and commercialize additional pharmaceutical products, the introduction of competing generic equivalents, the
extent to which we may obtain U.S. market exclusivity for certain of our new generic products and regulatory changes
that may prevent us from utilizing exclusivity periods, potential liability for sales of generic products prior to a final
resolution of outstanding patent litigation, including that relating to the generic versions of Neurontin&reg, Lotrel&reg

and Protonix&reg, the extent to which any manufacturing or quality control problems damage our reputation for high
quality production, the effects of competition on sales of our innovative products, especially Copaxone&reg (including
potential generic and oral competition for Copaxone&reg), the impact of continuing consolidation of our distributors
and customers, our ability to identify, consummate and successfully integrate acquisitions, interruptions in our supply
chain or problems with our information technology systems that adversely affect our complex manufacturing
processes, intense competition in our specialty pharmaceutical businesses, any failures to comply with the complex
Medicare and Medicaid reporting and payment obligations, our exposure to currency fluctuations and restrictions as
well as credit risks, the effects of reforms in healthcare regulation, adverse effects of political or economical
instability, major hostilities or acts of terrorism on our significant worldwide operations, increased government
scrutiny in both the U.S. and Europe of our agreements with brand companies, dependence on the effectiveness of our
patents and other protections for innovative products, our ability to achieve expected results through our innovative
R&D efforts, the difficulty of predicting U.S. Food and Drug Administration, European Medicines Agency and other
regulatory authority approvals, uncertainties surrounding the legislative and regulatory pathway for the registration
and approval of biotechnology-based products, potentially significant impairments of intangible assets and goodwill,
potential increases in tax liabilities resulting from challenges to our intercompany arrangements, our potential
exposure to product liability claims to the extent not covered by insurance, the termination or expiration of
governmental programs or tax benefits, current economic conditions, any failure to retain key personnel or to attract
additional executive and managerial talent, environmental risks and other factors that are discussed in this report and
in our other filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC").
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Contact: Elana Holzman
Kevin Mannix

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.
Teva North America

972 (3) 926-7554
(215) 591-8912

For Immediate Release

Teva Provides Update on Gemzar&reg Litigation

Jerusalem, April 1, 2010 - Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. (Nasdaq: TEVA) announced today that the U.S.
District Court for the Southern District of Indiana issued a decision yesterday on two patents for Gemzar&reg
(gemcitabine); the compound patent expiring on November 15, 2010, and a method of use patent expiring on May 7,
2013. As to the method of use patent, the Court denied Lilly's request for an injunction on the grounds that the Eastern
District of Michigan had previously found that patent invalid.  Lilly has appealed that decision and oral argument is
scheduled for May 7, 2010.  

Teva believes it is first-to-file on that patent and thus will be able to launch a generic version of Gemzar with
180-days Hatch Waxman exclusivity when the compound patent (which the Court found valid) expires or is held
invalid on appeal.

About Teva

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., headquartered in Israel, is among the top 15 pharmaceutical companies in the
world and is the leading generic pharmaceutical company. The company develops, manufactures and markets generic
and innovative pharmaceuticals and active pharmaceutical ingredients. Over 80 percent of Teva's sales are in North
America and Western Europe.

Teva's Safe Harbor Statement under the U. S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995:

This release contains forward-looking statements, which express the current beliefs and expectations of management.
Such statements are based on management's current beliefs and expectations and involve a number of known and
unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause our future results, performance or achievements to differ
significantly from the results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
Important factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include risks relating to: our ability to successfully
develop and commercialize additional pharmaceutical products, the introduction of competing generic equivalents, the
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extent to which we may obtain U.S. market exclusivity for certain of our new generic products and regulatory changes
that may prevent us from utilizing exclusivity periods, potential liability for sales of generic products prior to a final
resolution of outstanding patent litigation, including that relating to the generic versions of Neurontin&reg, Lotrel&reg

and Protonix&reg, the extent to which any manufacturing or quality control problems damage our reputation for high
quality production, the effects of competition on sales of our innovative products, especially Copaxone&reg (including
potential generic and oral competition for Copaxone&reg), the impact of continuing consolidation of our distributors
and customers, our ability to identify, consummate and successfully integrate acquisitions, interruptions in our supply
chain or problems with our information technology systems that adversely affect our complex manufacturing
processes, intense competition in our specialty pharmaceutical businesses, any failures to comply with the complex
Medicare and Medicaid reporting and payment obligations, our exposure to currency fluctuations and restrictions as
well as credit risks, the effects of reforms in healthcare regulation, adverse effects of political or economical
instability, major hostilities or acts of terrorism on our significant worldwide operations, increased government
scrutiny in both the U.S. and Europe of our agreements with brand companies, dependence on the effectiveness of our
patents and other protections for innovative products, our ability to achieve expected results through our innovative
R&D efforts, the difficulty of predicting U.S. Food and Drug Administration, European Medicines Agency and other
regulatory authority approvals, uncertainties surrounding the legislative and regulatory pathway for the registration
and approval of biotechnology-based products, potentially significant impairments of intangible assets and goodwill,
potential increases in tax liabilities resulting from challenges to our intercompany arrangements, our potential
exposure to product liability claims to the extent not covered by insurance, the termination or expiration of
governmental programs or tax benefits, current economic conditions, any failure to retain key personnel or to attract
additional executive and managerial talent, environmental risks and other factors that are discussed in this report and
in our other filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC").
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Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. Web Site: www.tevapharm.com

SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

TEVA PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED

(Registrant)

By:  /s/  Eyal Desheh

Name: Eyal Desheh
Title: Chief Financial Officer

Date April 6, 2010
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